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Abstract

Though disentangling behavior policy from target policy
offers freedom to optimize both policies with respect
to their own objectives, naively doing so can lead to
inefficient learning or stability issues. To mitigate this
problem, our method Analogous Disentangled Actor-
Critic (ADAC) proposes to design an analogous pair of
policies/actors and bind their corresponding critics. We
empirically evaluate ADAC on 14 continuous-control
games and report the state-of-the-art on 10 of them.
We further demonstrate ADAC, when paired with in-
trinsic rewards, outperform alternatives in exploration-
challenging games.

1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) studies the control problem
where an agent tries to navigate through an unknown environ-
ment (Sutton and Barto 1998). The agent attempts to max-
imize its cumulative rewards through an iterative trial-and-
error learning process (Arulkumaran et al. 2017). Recently,
we have seen many successes of applying RL to challenging
simulation (Mnih et al. 2015) and real-world problems (Silver
et al. 2017), of which many are games. Inherently, RL con-
sists of two distinct but closely related objectives: learn the
best possible policy from the gathered samples (exploitation)
and collect new samples effectively (exploration). While the
exploitation step shares certain similarities with tasks such
as supervised learning, exploration is unique, essential, and
is often viewed as the backbone of many successful RL algo-
rithms (Haarnoja et al. 2018a).

In order to explore and find novel states, it is crucial to
incorporate randomness when interacting with the environ-
ment. Thanks to its simplicity, injecting noise into action
space (Lillicrap et al. 2015; Fujimoto, Hoof, and Meger 2018)
or parameter space (Plappert et al. 2018) is widely used to
implicitly construct behavior policies from target policies.
In most prior work, the injected noise has a mean of zero,
such that the updates to the target policy have no bias. The
stability of noise-based exploration, which is obtained from
its non-biased nature, makes it a safe exploration strategy.
However, the noise-based approach is generally less effective
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since it is neither aware of potentially rewarding actions nor
guided by the exploration-oriented target.

To tackle the above problem, two orthogonal lines of ap-
proaches have been proposed. One of them considers extract-
ing more information from the current knowledge (gathered
samples). Specifically, energy-based reinforcement learning
algorithms such as Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) (Haarnoja et al.
2018a) and Soft-Q Learning (SQL) (Sutton and Barto 2018)
learn to capture potentially rewarding actions through its
energy objective. A second line of work considers using ex-
ternal guidance to aid exploration. Essentially they formulate
some intuitive tendencies in exploration as an additional re-
ward function called intrinsic reward (Bellemare et al. 2016;
Houthooft et al. 2016). Guided by these auxiliary tasks, RL
algorithms tend to act curiously, substantially improving ex-
ploration of the state space.

Despite their promising exploration efficiency, both lines
of work fail to best exploit the collected samples and turn
them into the highest-performance policy, as their policy
often executes sub-optimal actions. To avoid this undesir-
able tradeoff between exploration and exploitation, several
attempts have been made to separately design two policies, of
which one aims to gather the most informative examples (and
hence is commonly referred as the behavior policy) while
the other keeps its self optimal with respect to the knowl-
edge from the gathered samples (and hence is usually re-
ferred as the target policy) (Colas, Sigaud, and Oudeyer 2018;
Beyer et al. 2019). In this way, disentangled objectives can
be designed and separately applied to the two policies.

However, naively disentangling behavior policy from the
target policy would render the policy update process unsta-
ble. For example, when disentangled naively, the policy for
exploration and that for exploitation tends to differ due to
their different objectives. This difference between the two
policies is known to potentially result in catastrophic learning
failure. To mitigate this problem, we propose analogous dis-
entanglement, which consists of two main improvements to
the disentangled learning structure: the behavior policy and
target policy are represented by the same neural network, and
their corresponding critics are both calculated with regards
to the target policy, yet for different reward functions.



2 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the reinforcement learning (RL)
setting we address in this paper, as well as some background
concepts that we utilize to build our method.

2.1 RL with Continuous Control
In a standard reinforcement learning (RL) setting, the en-
vironment is commonly formalized as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP), which can be succinctly defined as a 5-tuple
M =< S,A,R,P, γ >, where S denotes the state set, A
action set, R the environment-defined reward function, P
transition function, and γ the discount factor that balances
the future rewards and the present ones. In all the games con-
sidered in this paper, actions are assumed to be continuous.

The agent strives to learn the optimal pol-
icy that maximizes the expected return J(π) =
Es0∼ρ0,at∼π,st+1∼P,rt∼R [

∑∞
t=0 γ

trt], where ρ0 is the
initial state distribution and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor
balancing the priority of short and long-term rewards. For
continuous control, the deterministic policy π (also known
as the actor in the actor-critic framework) parameterized by
θ can be updated by taking the gradient∇θJ(π). According
to the deterministic policy gradient theorem (Silver et al.
2014), ∇θJ(π) = E(s,a)∼ρπ [∇aQπR(s, a)∇θπ(s)], where
ρπ denotes the state-action marginals of the trajectory
distribution induced by π, and QπR denotes the state-action
value function (also know as the critic in the actor-critic
framework), which represents the expected return under the
reward function specified by R when performing action
a at state s and following policy π afterwards. Intuitively,
it measures how preferable executing action a is at state
s with respect to the policy π and reward function R.
Following (Bellman 1966), we additionally introduce the
Bellman operator, which is commonly used to update the
Q-function. The Bellman operator T πR uses R and π to
update an arbitrary value functionQ, which is not necessarily
defined with respect to the same π or R. For example,
the outcome of T π1

R1
Qπ2

R2
(st, at) is defined as R1(st, at) +

γEst+1∼P,at+1∼π1
[Qπ2

R2
(st+1, at+1)]. By slightly abusing

notations, we further define the outcome of T maxR1
Qπ2

R2
(st, at)

as R1(st, at) + γmaxat+1
Est+1∼P [Q

π2

R2
(st+1, at+1)].

Someone also call T maxR as the Bellman optimality operator.

2.2 Off-policy Learning and Behavior Policy
To aid exploration, it is a common practice to construct/store
more than one policy for the agent. Off-policy learning (a.k.a.
actor-critic methods) (Watkins and Dayan 1992) allows us
to make a clear separation between the target policy and the
behavior policy. Note the discussion in the earlier subsection
is largely around the target policy. Thus, starting from this
point, to avoid confusion, π is reserved to only denote the
target policy and notation µ is dedicated to the behavior pol-
icy. Due to the policy separation, the target policy is instead
resorting on the estimates calculated with regards to samples
collected by the behavior policy, that is, the deterministic
policy gradient mentioned above is approximated as

∇θJ(π) ≈ E(s,a)∼ρµ [∇aQ
π
R(s, a)∇θπ(s)] . (1)

whereR is the environment-defined reward. DDPG (Lillicrap
et al. 2015) is among the most notable off-policy algorithms
that capitalize on this idea. TD3 (Fujimoto, Hoof, and Meger
2018) further improves upon DDPG by mitigating DDPG’s
function approximation errors.

2.3 Expressive Behavior Policies through
Energy-Based Representation

One promising way to design an exploration-oriented behav-
ior policy without external guidance, which is usually in the
form of intrinsic reward, is by increasing the expressiveness
of µ to capture information about potentially rewarding ac-
tions. Energy-based representations have recently been more
and more chosen as the target form to construct an expres-
sive behavior policy. Since its first introduction by (Ziebart
2010) to achieve maximum-entropy reinforcement learning,
several additional prior work keeps improving upon this idea.
Among them, the most notable ones include Soft Q-Learning
(SQL) (Haarnoja et al. 2017), EntRL (Schulman, Chen, and
Abbeel 2017), and Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) (Haarnoja et al.
2018b). Collectively, they have achieved competitive results
in many benchmark games. Formally, the energy-based be-
havior policy is defined as

µ(a | s) ∝ exp (Q(s, a)), (2)

where Q is commonly selected to be the target critic QπR
in prior work (i.e., (Haarnoja et al. 2018b; Haarnoja et al.
2018a)). Various efficient samplers have been proposed to
approximate the distribution specified in Eq. 2 (Haarnoja et
al. 2018a; Haarnoja et al. 2017). Among them, (Haarnoja et
al. 2017)’s Stein Variational Gradient Descent (SVGD) (Liu
and Wang 2016) based sampler is especially worth noting as
it has the potential to approximate any arbitrarily complex
and multi-model behavior policy. Given this, we also choose
it to sample the behavior policy in our proposed ADAC.

Additionally, we want to highlight an intriguing property of
SVGD that is critical for understanding why we can perform
analogous disentangled exploration effectively. Intuitively,
SVGD transforms a set of particles to match a distribution. In
the context of RL, following Amortized SVGD (Feng, Wang,
and Liu 2017), we use a neural network sampler fϕ(s, ξ)
(ξ ∼ N (0, I)) to approximate Eq. 2, which is done by mini-
mizing the KL divergence between two distributions. Accord-
ing to (Feng, Wang, and Liu 2017), fϕ is updated according
to the following gradient:

∇ϕL(ϕ) ≈ Es,ξ
[ K∑
j=1

[
K(a, a′j)∇a′jQ(s, a′j)︸ ︷︷ ︸

term 1

+β · ∇a′jK(a, a
′
j)︸ ︷︷ ︸

term 2

]∣∣
a=fϕ(s,ξ)

∂fϕ(s, ξ)

∂ϕ

]
/K,

(3)

where K is a positive definite kernel1, and β is a hyper-
parameter to make optimality-expressiveness tradeoff. The

1Formally, in ADAC, we define the kernel as K(a, âi) =
1√

2π(d/K)
exp

(
− ‖a−âi‖

2

2(d/K)2

)
, where d is the number of dimensions

of the action space.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of ADAC, which consists of the sample
collection phase and the model update phase. Model updates are
performed sequentially from 1© to 4©. Each update step’s corre-
sponding line in Algorithm 1 is shown in brackets.

Algorithm 1 Training procedure of the Analogous Disen-
tangled Actor-Critic. Correspondence with Figure 1 is given
after “//”.
1: Input: A minibatch of samplesB, actor model fϕ (represents the target

policy fπϕ as well as the behavior policy fµϕ ), critic modelQπφ andQµψ
(ϕ, φ, and ψ are neural network parameters).

2: ∇ϕfπϕ ← the deterministic policy gradient of Qπφ with respect to π
(Eq. 1). // target policy update

3: ∇ϕfµϕ ← gradient of Qµψ with respect to the behavior policy µ (Eq. 3,
Section 3.1) // behavior policy learning

4: Update f according to∇ϕfπϕ and∇ϕfµϕ // policy co-training
5: Update Qπφ and Qµψ to minimize the mean squared error on B with

respect to the target T πQπφ and T πQµψ , respectively. // value update
with critic bounding

intrinsic connection between Eq. 3 and the deterministic pol-
icy gradient (Eq. 1) is introduced in (Haarnoja et al. 2017)
and (Feng, Wang, and Liu 2017): the first term of the gradient
represents a combination of deterministic policy gradients
weighted by K, while the second term of the gradient repre-
sents an entropy maximization objective.

3 Analogous Disentangled Actor Critic
This section introduces our proposed method Analogous Dis-
entangled Actor-Critic (ADAC).

3.1 Algorithm Overview
Figure 1 provides a diagram overview of ADAC. Same with
prior off-policy algorithms (e.g., DDPG), during training
ADAC alternates between two main procedures, namely sam-
ple collection (green box with dotted line) and model updates
(dashed gray box).R is the environment-defined reward func-
tion and R′ may contain additional intrinsic rewards Rin
on top of the rewards provided by the environment, that is
R′ := R+Rin.

To achieve disentanglement, we maintain two pairs of
actor-critic 〈µ,QπR′〉 and 〈π,QπR〉. Mainly two places man-
ifest the analogous property of our method. First, both ac-
tors/policies (µ and π) are represented by the same neural
network f , where µ(s) := fϕ(s, ξ)|ξ∼N (0,I) and π(s) :=
fϕ(s, ξ)|ξ=[0,0,...,0]T . Here we highlight the key reasons for
this particular design to give intuitions, while its details are
deferred in Section 3.2. The choice of ξ acts as a restriction of
the “distance” between π and µ, which stabilizes the policy

learning process. Furthermore, the gradients of π and µ have
a key connection that motivates this design and improves the
expressiveness of µ under certain conditions.

The second exhibit of our method’s analogous nature lies
on our designed critics QπR and QπR′ , which are based on re-
ward functionR andR′ respectively yet are both computed
with regard to the target policy π. As a standard approach,
QπR approximates the task-defined objective that the algo-
rithm aims to maximize. On the other hand,QπR′ is a behavior
critic that can be shown to be both explorative and stable the-
oretically (Section 3.3) and empirically (Section 4.3). Note
that when not using intrinsic reward (i.e.,R = R′), the two
critics are degraded to be identical to one another and in prac-
tice when that happens we only store one of them. π and µ
interact with the environment in the training and evaluation
phase, respectively.

To better appreciate our method, it is not enough to only
gain an overview about our actors and critics in isolation.
Given this, we then formalize the connections between the
actors and the critics as well as the objectives that are opti-
mized during the model update phase (Figure 1). As defined
above, π is the exploitation policy that aims to maintain
optimality throughout the learning process, which is best
optimized using the deterministic policy gradient (Eq 1),
where QπR is used as the referred critic ( 1© in Figure 1). On
the other hand, for the sake of expressiveness, the energy-
based objective (Eq 2) is a good fit for µ. To further encour-
age exploration, we use QπR′ in the objective, which gives
µ(a | s) ∝ exp(QπR′(s, a)) ( 2© in Figure 1). Since both poli-
cies share the same network f , critic optimization is done by
maximizing

Jπ(ϕ) + Jµ(ϕ), (4)

where the gradients of both terms are defined by Eqs 1
and 3, respectively. In particular, we set π(s) :=
fϕ(s, ξ)|ξ=[0,0,...,0]T in Eq 1 and Q := QπR′ in Eq 3. As
illustrated in Algorithm 1 (line 5), we update QπR and QπR′

with the target T πQπR and T πQπR′ on the collected samples
using the mean squared error loss, respectively.

In the sample collection phase, µ interacts with the en-
vironment and the gathered samples are stored in a replay
buffer (Mnih et al. 2013) for later use in the model update
phase. Given state s, actions are sampled from µ with a two-
step procedure: (i) sample ξ ∼ N (0, I), and then plug the
sampled ξ in fϕ(s, ξ) to get its output â, and (ii) regard â as
the center of kernel K(·, â)1 and sample an action a from it.

On the implementation side, ADAC is compatible with any
existing off-policy actor-critic model for continuous control:
it directly builds upon them by inheriting their actor π (which
is also their target policy) and critic QπR. To be more spe-
cific, ADAC merely adds a new actor µ to interact with the
environment and a new critic QπR′ that guides µ’s updates on
top of the base model, along with the constraints/connections
enforced between the inherented and the new actor and be-
tween the inherent and the new critic (i.e., policy co-training
and critic bounding). In other words, modifications made
by ADAC would not conflict with the originally proposed
improvements on the base model. In our experiments, two
base models (i.e., DDPG (Lillicrap et al. 2015) and TD3



(Fujimoto, Hoof, and Meger 2018)) are adopted.

3.2 Stabilizing Policy Updates by Policy
Co-training

Although the energy-based behavior policy defined by Eq 2
is sufficiently expressive to capture potentially rewarding
actions, it may still not be helpful for π’s learning process:
being expressive also means that µ is often significantly dif-
ferent from π, leading to collect substantially biased samples,
which in turn render the learning process of QπR unstable
and vulnerable to catastrophic failure (Sutton, Szepesvári,
and Maei 2008). To be more specific, since the difference
between π and an expressive µ is more than some zero-mean
random noise, the state marginal distribution ρµ defined with
respect to µ can potentially diverge greatly from the state
marginal distribution ρπ defined with respect to π. Since ρπ
is not directly accessible, as shown in Equation 1, the gradi-
ents of π are approximated using samples from ρµ. When the
approximated gradients constantly deviate significantly from
the true values (i.e. the approximated gradients are biased),
the updates to π essentially become inaccurate and hence
ineffective. This suggests that a brutal act of disentangling
behavior policy from target policy alone is not a guarantee of
improved training efficiency or final performance.

Therefore, to mitigate the aforementioned problem, we
would like to reduce the distance between µ and π, which
naturally reduces the KL-divergence between distribution ρµ
and ρπ . One straightforward approach to reduce the distance
between the two policies is to reduce the randomness of µ, for
example by lowering β. However, this inevitably sacrifices
µ’s expressiveness, which in turn would also harm ADAC’s
competitiveness. Alternatively, we propose policy co-training
to best maintain the expressiveness of µ while also stabilizing
it by restricting it with regards to π, which is motivated by the
intrinsic connection between Eqs 1 and 3 (Section 2.3). As
described in Section 3.1, we reiterate here that in a nutshell,
both policies are modeled by the same network f and are
distinguished only with their different input to ξ. During
training, f is updated to maximize Eq 4. The method to
sample actions from µ is described in the 4th paragraph of
Section 3.1.

We further justify the above choice by demonstrating that
the imposed restrictions on µ and π only has minor influence
on π’s optimality and µ’s expressiveness. To argue for this
point, we need to revisit Equation 3 for one more time: π can
be viewed as being updated with β = 0, whereas µ is updated
with β > 0. Intuitively, this makes policy π optimal since its
action is not affected by the entropy term (the second term). µ
is still expressive since only when the input random variable
ξ is close to the zero vector, it will be significantly restricted
by π. In Section 4.1, we will empirically demonstrate policy
co-training indeed reduces the distance between µ and π
during training, fulfilling its mission.

Additionally, policy co-training enforces the underlying
relations between π and µ. Specifically, policy co-training
forces π to be contained in µ since [0, 0, . . . , 0]T is the
highest-density point of N (0, I), and sampling ξ from
N (0, I) is likely to generate actions close to that from π.
This matches the intuition that π and µ should share similari-

ties: actions proposed by π is rewarding (with respect toR)
and thus should be frequently executed by µ.

3.3 Incorporating Intrinsic Reward in Behavior
Critic via Critic Bounding

With the help of disentanglement as well as policy co-
training, which makes µ and π analogous, we manage to
design an expressive behavior policy that not only explores
effectively but also helps stabilize π’s learning process. In
this section, we aim to achieve the same objective – stability
and expressiveness – on a different subject, the behavior critic
QπR′ .

As introduced in Section 3.1, R is the environment-
defined reward function, whileR′ consists of an additional
exploration-oriented reward termRin. As hinted by the nota-
tions, ADAC’s target critic QπR and behavior critic QπR′ are
defined with regard to the same policy but updated differently
according to the following

QπR ← T πRQπR; QπR′ ← T πR′QπR′ , (5)

Updates are performed through minibatches in practice.
Note that when no intrinsic reward is used, Eq 5 becomes
trivial and the two critics (QπR and QπR′ ) are identical. There-
fore, we only consider the case where intrinsic reward exists
in the following discussion.

While it is natural that the target critic is updated using the
target policy, it may seem counterintuitive that the behavior
critic is also updated using the target policy. Given that µ
is updated following the guidance (i.e., the energy-based
objective) of QπR′ , we do so to prevent µ from diverging
disastrously from π. The following theorem provides rigorous
justifications.
Theorem 1. Let π be a greedy policy w.r.t. QπR and µ be a
greedy policy w.r.t. QπR′ . Assume QπR′ is optimal w.r.t. T πR′

andR′ ≥ R in all states, We have the following results. First,
Eρπ [T maxR QπR −QπR], a proxy of training stability, is lower
bounded by Eρµ [T maxR QπR −QπR] +Eρπ [R]−Eρµ [R]. Sec-
ond, Eρµ [T maxR QπR −QπR], a proxy of training effectiveness,
is lower bounded by Eρπ [T maxR QπR −QπR] + Eρπ [R−R′].

Due to the space limit, we leave the proof to a longer
version of this paper. Here, we only focus on the insights con-
veyed by Theorem 1. We first examine the assumptions made
by the theorem. While other assumptions are generally satis-
fiable and are commonly made in the RL literature (Munos
2007), the assumption on the rewards (R′(s) ≥ R(s) for all
s) seems restrictive. However, since most intrinsic rewards
are strictly greater than zero (e.g., (Houthooft et al. 2016;
Fu, Co-Reyes, and Levine 2017)), the condition can be easily
satisfied in practice.

To better understand the theorem, we first provide inter-
pretations of the key components. According to the def-
inition of the Bellman optimality operator (Section 2.1),
T maxR QπR −QπR quantifies the improvement on Q after per-
forming one value iteration (Bellman 1966) step (w.r.t. R,
where all states receive a hard update), which is a proxy
of the policy improvement in the near future. Therefore,
Eρ[T maxR QπR − QπR] is the expected policy improvement
under state-action distribution ρ in the near future.
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Figure 2: Learning curves of DDPG-based ADAC and baselines on
the modified CartPole game. In addition, ADAC’s target (red dots)
and behavior policies (solid blue curves) at different timesteps and
the bias between them are plotted below the learning curves.

We formalize training stability as the lower bound of the
expected policy improvement under ρπ (i.e., T maxR QπR −
QπR). Theorem 1 provides a lower bound that consists of
two parts. The second part, Eρπ [R]−Eρµ [R], is greater than
zero since π is optimized to maximize the cumulative reward
of R while µ is not. On the other hand, the first term can
be viewed as the improvement of QπR during training since
ρµ is the training sample distribution of ADAC. Therefore,
the improvement of QπR during training lower bounds the
expected policy improvement under ρπ, which represents
stability.

Conversely, the lower bound on Eρπ [T maxR QπR − QπR]
states the effectiveness of the training procedure of ADAC.
Note that most intrinsic rewards are designed to be small in
states that are frequently visited. Therefore, when the state-
action pairs π would visit states that are frequently visited by
µ, which is promised using the policy co-training approach,
Eρπ [R−R′] = −Eρπ [Rin] will be small. Therefore, even
if ρπ and ρµ are not identical, as long as µ allows substantial
visitations of high probability states in ρπ to make Eρπ [Rin]
sufficiently small, improvement when trained on the samples
ρµ would be almost as large as the training improvement on
the target distribution ρπ .

4 Experiments
In this section, we first investigate the behavior of our anal-
ogous disentangled behavior policy (Section 4.1). Next, we
perform an empirical evaluation of ADAC without intrinsic
rewards on 14 standard continuous-control benchmarks (Sec-
tion 4.2). Finally, encouraged by its promising performance
and to further justify the critic bounding method, we examine
ADAC with intrinsic rewards in 4 sparse-reward and hence
exploration-heavy environments (Section 4.3).

4.1 Analysis of Analogous Disentangled Behavior
Policy

Since we are largely motivated by the potential luxury of
designing an expressive exploration strategy offered by the
disentangled nature of our framework, it is natural we are
first interested in investigating how well our behavior policy
lives up to our expectation. Yet as discussed in Section 4.2,

in order to aid stable policy updates, we specifically put
some restrains on our behavior policy, deliberately making
it analogous of the target policy, which means our behavior
policy may not be as expressive as otherwise. Given this,
we start this set of empirical experiments with investigating
whether our behavior policy is still expressive enough, which
is measure by its coverage (i.e., does it explore a wide enough
action/policy space outside the current target strategy). To
further examine the influence of our added restrains, we
examine the policy network’s stability (i.e., does the policy co-
training lowers the bias between two policies and stabilize the
π’s learning process). Finally, we focus on the effectiveness
of our behavior policy by measuring the overall performance
(i.e., does ADAC’s exploration strategy efficiently lead the
target policy to iteratively converge to a more desirable local
optimum).

Setup For the sake of ease of illustration, we choose a
straightforward game, namely CartPole, as our demonstra-
tion bed. The goal in this game is to balance the pole that is
attached to a cart by applying left/right force. For the com-
patibility with continuous control and a better modeling of
real-world implications, we modified CartPole’s original dis-
crete action space and added effort penalty to the rewards.
To demonstrate the advantages of our behavior policy, we
choose DDPG with two commonly-used existing exploration
strategies as the main baselines, i.e. Gaussian noise (σg)
and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process noise (σo) (Uhlenbeck and
Ornstein 1930), both with two variance levels 0.2 and 1.0.
For the virtue of fair comparison, we only present DDPG-
based ADAC here (or simply ADAC later in this subsection).
To further demonstrate the benefits from disentanglement,
we choose SAC as another baseline. As discussed earlier in
related works, SAC similarly also utilizes energy-based poli-
cies, yet opposite to our approach its exploration is embedded
into its target policy.

Empirical Insights First, see the cells at the bottom
of Figure 2, which are snapshots of the behavior and target
policy at different training stages. As suggested by the wide
bell shape of the solid blue curves (µ) at the first cell, our
behavior policy acts curiously when ignorant about the envi-
ronment, extensively exploring all possible actions including
those that are far away from the target policy (represented
by the red dots). Yet having such a broad coverage alone is
still not sufficient to overcome the beginning trap of getting
stuck in the deceiving local-optimum of constantly exerting
a ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. As suggested by the bimodal shape of the
solid blue curve (µ) in the second cell, after acquiring a pre-
liminary understanding of the environment the agent starts
to form preference for some actions when exploring. Almost
at the same time, the target policy no longer stays close to
0.0 (represented by the vertical line), suggesting that the be-
havior policy is effective in leading the target policy towards
a more desirable place. This can be further corroborated by
what is suggested from the third and fourth cell. In the late
stage, besides being able to balance the pole, our agent even
manages to learn exerting actions with small absolute value
from time to time to avoid the effort penalty.

Other than its expressiveness, stability critically influences
ADAC’s overall performance, which is by design controlled



Table 1: Continuous-control performance in 14 benchmark environments. Average episode return (± standard deviation) over 20 trials are
reported. Bold indicates the best average episode return. † indicates the better performance between ADAC(TD3) and its base model TD3.
Similarly, ∗ indicates the better performance between ADAC (DDPG) and its base model DDPG. In all three cases, values that are statistically
insignificantly different (>0.05 in t-test) from the respective should-be indicated ones are denoted as well.

Environment ADAC (TD3) ADAC (DDPG) TD3 DDPG SAC PPO

RoboschoolAnt 2219±373 838.1*±97.1 2903†±666 450.0±27.9 2726±652 1280±71
RoboschoolHopper 2299†±333 766.5*±10 2302†±537 543.8±307 2089±657 1229±345

RoboschoolHalfCheetah 1578†±166 1711*±95 607.2±246.2 441.6±120.4 807.0±252.6 1225±184.2
RoboschoolAtlasForwardWalk 234.6†±55.7 186.7*±37.9 190.6±50.1 52.63±26.2 126.0±47.1 107.6±29.4

RoboschoolWalker2d 1769†±452 1564*±651 995.1±146.3 208.7±137.1 1021±263 578.9±231.3
Ant 3353±847 1226*±18 4034†±517 370.5±223 4291±1498 1401±168

Hopper 3598†± 374 374.5*±36.5 2845±609 38.93±0.88 3307±825 1555±458
HalfCheetah 9392±199 2238*±40 10526†±2367 1009±49 11541±2989 881.7±10.1

Walker2d 5122†±1314 1291*±42 4630†±778 186.2±33.3 4067±1211 1146±368
InvertedPendulum 1000†±0 1000*±0 1000†±0 1000*±0 1000±0 98.90±2.08

InvertedDoublePendulum 9359†±0.17 9334*±1.39 7665±566 27.20±2.61 9353±2896 98.90±5.88
BipedalWalker 309.8†±15.6 -52.77*±1.94 288.4†±51.25 -123.90±11.17 307.2±57.92 266.9±28.52

BipedalWalkerHardcore -10.76†±27.70 -98.52±3.21 -57.97±21.08 -50.05*±10.27 -127.4±45.2 -105.3±22.2
LunarLanderContinuous 290.0†±50.9 85.67*±23.42 289.7†±54.1 -65.89±96.48 283.3±69.29 59.32±68.44

by the proposed policy co-training approach. To examine its
effect, we perform an ablation study about it. To be more
specific, we compare ADAC with against ADAC without
policy co-training2. The effect of critic bounding is measured
by the bias between π and µ, which is shown in the middle
of Figure 2. We can see that the bias of ADAC is much
lower than its variant without policy co-training. Additionally,
the constraint added by policy co-training does not affect
the expressiveness of µ, which is suggested by the behavior
policies rendered below in Figure 2.

Finally we pay attention to the learning curves in Fig-
ure 2: ADAC exceeds baselines in both learning efficiency
(i.e. being the first to consistently accumulate positive re-
wards) and final performance. Unlike our behavior policy,
exploration through random noise is unguided, resulting in
either wasted exploration on unpromising regions or insuffi-
cient exploration on rewarding areas. This largely explains
the noticeable performance gap between DDPG with random
noise and ADAC. On the other side, SAC bears an expres-
sive policy similar to our behavior policy. However, suffering
from no separate behavior policy, to aid exploration, SAC
has to consistently take sub-optimal actions into account. In
other words, different from ADAC, SAC cannot fully exploits
its learned knowledge in its value functions) to construct its
target policy, leading to a performance inferior to ADAC’s.

4.2 Comparison with the State of the Art
Though well-suited for illustration, CartPole alone is not chal-
lenging and generalized enough to fully manifest ADAC’s
competitiveness. In this subsection, we present that ADAC
can be the state-of-the-art in standard benchmarks.

Setup To demonstrate the generality of our method, we
construct a 14-task testbed suite composed of qualitatively
diverse continuous-control environments from the OpenAI
Gym toolkit (Brockman et al. 2016) On top of the two base-
lines adopted earlier (i.e. DDPG and SAC), we further include
TD3 (Fujimoto, Hoof, and Meger 2018), which improves

2Two separate neural networks are used to store π and µ when
policy co-training is not used.

upon DDPG by addressing some of its function approxima-
tion errors, PPO (Schulman et al. 2017), which is regarded as
one of the most stable and efficient on-policy policy gradient
algorithm, and GEP-PG (Colas, Sigaud, and Oudeyer 2018),
which combines Goal Exploration Process (Péré et al. 2018)
with policy gradient to perform curious exploration as well
as stable learning. However, we compare with GEP-PG in
only one game since it is only evaluated in two games in their
original paper, of which only one overlaps with our game suit.
Additionally,since the GEP part of the algorithm needs hand-
crafted ex-ploration goals, we are not able to run their model
on new experiments since it is nontrivial to generalize their
experiments in other games To best reproduce the rest’s per-
formance, we use their original open-source implementations
if released; otherwise, we build our own versions after the
most-starred third-party implementations in GitHub. Further-
more, we fine-tune their hyper-parameters around the values
reported in the respective literature and only coarsely tune the
hyper-parameters introduced by ADAC All experiments are
run for 1 million time-steps, or until reaching performance
convergence, whichever happens earlier.3

Empirical Insights Table 1 corroborates ADAC’s compet-
itiveness stemmed from its disentangled nature over existing
methods. More importantly, these results reveal two desir-
able properties of ADAC’s full compatibility with existing
off-policy methods. First, ADAC consistently outperforms
the method it is based on. As indicated by the ∗ symbols,
compared to its base model, DDPG-based ADAC achieves
statistically better performance on more than 85%(12/14) of
the benchmarks and obtains identical performance on one of
the remaining two. TD3-based ADAC manages to achieves
statically better or comparable performance over its base
model on more than 78%(11/14) of the benchmarks; see the
† symbols. Second, ADAC retains the benefits of improve-
ments developed by the base model themselves. This is best
illustrated by TD3-based ADAC’s performance superiority
over DDPG-based ADAC.

3For fairness concern, we do not use intrinsic reward throughout
this section, since most baseline approaches are not able to naturally
incorporate them during learning.



Figure 3: Illustration of how intrinsic reward contaminates the
environment-defined optimality in PendulumSparse. Fooled into
collecting more intrinsic rewards rather than environment rewards
(see the learning curves on the left), the agent constantly alternates
between spinning the pendulum and barely moving it (see the snap-
shots of the target policy on the right), making no real progress.

We would like to further call readers’ attention on our com-
parison of ADAC against SAC since they both use energy-
based behavior policy. This comparison also reveals the bene-
fit brought by the disentangled structure and the analogous ac-
tors and critics. ADAC (TD3) achieves better average perfor-
mance over SAC on 71%(10/14) of the benchmarks, indicat-
ing the effectiveness of our proposed analogous disentangled
structure. Despite also using the disentanglement idea, we
can only compare with GEP-PG (Colas, Sigaud, and Oudeyer
2018) on HalfCheetah due to the reasons mentioned earlier.
In HalfCheetah, GEP-PG achieves 6118 cumulative reward,
while ADAC (TD3) achieves 9392, showing superiority over
GEP-PG. As also acknowledged in its paper, GEP-PG lags
behind SAC in performance, which suggests that simply dis-
entangling behavior policy from target policy in a brutal way
does not guarantee competitive performance. Rather, to de-
sign effective disentangled actor-critic, we should also pay
attention to how to best restrict some components.

When considering all reported methods together, TD3-
based ADAC obtains the most number of state-of-the-art
results; as indicated in bold, it is the best performer (or statis-
tically comparable with the best) on more than 71%(10/14)
of the benchmarks.

4.3 Evaluation in Sparse-Reward Environments
Encouraged by the promising results observed on the bench-
marks, in this subsection we evaluate ADAC under more
challenging environments, in which rewards are barely pro-
vided. This set of experiments aim to test ADAC’s exploration
capacity under extreme settings. Furthermore, we also see
them fit as demonstration beds to present ADAC’s natural
compatibility with intrinsic methods.

Setup To the surprise of many, sparse-reward environ-
ments turn out to be relatively unpopular in commonly-used
RL toolkits. Besides including the classic MountainCarCon-
tinuous and Acrobot (after converting its action space to be
countinuous), to construct a decently sized testing suite, we
further hand-craft new games, namely PendulumSparse and
CartPoleSwingUpSparse by sparsifying the rewards in the ex-
isting environments. Sparsifying is achieved mainly through
suppressing the original rewards until reaching some pre-
defined threshold. Due to their dependency on environment-
provided rewards as feedback signals, most model-free RL al-

ADAC+VIME (TD3 base)
ADAC (TD3 base)

TD3+VIME
TD3

Figure 4: Learning curves for four sparse-reward games. Lines
denote the average over 20 trials and the shaded areas represent the
range of one standard deviation.

gorithms suffer significant performance degradation in these
sparse-reward games. In this situation, resorting to intrinsic
methods (IM) for additional signals has been widely con-
sidered as the go-to solution. Among a wide variety of IM
methods, we adopt Variational Information Maximization
Exploration (VIME) (Houthooft et al. 2016) as our internal
reward generator for its consistent good performance on a
wide variety of exploration-challenging games. Considering
TD3-based ADAC’s superiority over DDPG-based ADAC,
we only combine VIME into TD3 and TD3-based ADAC.
Note when paired with ADAC, intrinsic rewards are only
visible to the behavior policy.

Empirical Insights Among the four environments, Pen-
dulumSparse has the most vulnerable environment-defined
optimality. The goal here is to swing the inverted pendu-
lum up so it stays upright. As suggested by Figure 3, not
knowing how to distinguish between intrinsic and environ-
ment rewards, VIME-augmented TD3 is completely fooled
into chasing after the intrinsic rewards. In other words, the
VIME-augmented TD3’s understanding of what is optimal is
completely off from the true environment-defined optimality.
Note as demonstrated in left-bottom part of Figure 4, VIME-
augmented TD3’s performance even trails behind TD3’s,
which is an indisputable evidence that the bias introduced
by IM can be detrimental and should be addressed when-
ever possible. In contrast, thanks to its disentangled nature,
VIME-augmented ADAC only perceives intrinsic rewards
in its behavior policy, which means its target policy always
remains optimal with regards to our current knowledge about
environment rewards. Because of this, VIME-augmented
manages to consistently solve this exploration-challenging
task. ADAC’s natural compatibility with VIME is further
corroborated by the results in the remaining 3 games. As
suggested by the the complete Figure 4, VIME-augmented
ADAC consistently surpasses all baselines by a large margin
in terms of both convergence speed and final performance.
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